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LE PAROLE SARANNO ANCORA MATERIALE DA COSTRUZIONE 
 
 
Questo è il mio ultimo editoriale. «Anche le parole sono materiale da costruzione» 
avevo intitolato il primo, e da allora sono volati sei anni di vita, sei anni di architetture, 
sei anni di progetti, sessantaquattro editoriali. Sono volati presto, anche se durati 
molto più a lungo del tempo necessario a dare un nuovo colpo d'ala a questa rivista 
che resta per me - ridiventato soltanto lettore architetto - straordinaria e irripetibile. 
Bisognava - sei anni fa - ridare energia, profondità e prospettive a una serie che stava 
esaurendo lo slancio iniziale. Secondo la sperimentata tradizione delle migliori riviste 
italiane di questo campo, fui allora chiamato come direttore proprio in quanto 
architetto quotidianamente impegnato in un largo spettro disciplinare, accademico e 
geografico, estraneo al mondo del giornalismo professionale. Così come è stato per i 
giovani e giovanissimi architetti da me chiamati a rinnovare la redazione. 
E' stato come accettare un colpito praticamente impossibile, o possibile solo a costo di 
rendere ancora più incalzante il proprio ritmo di lavoro, di avere e infondere molto 
entusiasmo. Entusiasmo, coraggio e lungimiranza che sono stati necessari anche 
all'editore per accettare, in vista di risultati fuori della routine, una direzione atipica. 
Una direzione «leggera», con un direttore senza scrivania impegnato in un esercizio di 
equilibrio instabile durato sei lunghi anni, che ha rapidamente raggiunto e consolidato i 
suoi obiettivi. 
Il mondo delle costruzioni e della produzione verso il quale è stata mantenuta, anzi 
accentuata, la più rigorosa indipendenza, ha reagito, con una maturità di cui va dato 
alto, molto positivamente alla nuova direzione della rivista aumentando il proprio 
interesse per un mezzo di comunicazione prestigioso e credibile, con una crescita che 
non si è ancora esaurita e ha ormai più che raddoppiato i volumi iniziali. Anche la 
tiratura e soprattutto la diffusione hanno fatto registrare un notevole aumento - per 
quest'ultima anche qualitativo - con il progressivo riavvicinamento alla rivista delle 
personalità più impegnate nei campi dell'architettura, dell'arte, del design e del mondo 
accademico, e con il rinato interesse degli studenti il cui ritorno in massa è stato una 
delle nostre maggiori soddisfazioni. 
 
MARIO BELLINI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



                                           



 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 



 

DOMUS N.733 - DECEMBER 1991 

"WORDS WILL STILL BE BUILDING MATERIAL" 

 

 

This is my last editorial. "Words, too, are building material", was the title of 

my first. Since then six years of life have flown, six years of architecture, six 

years of projects, sixty-four editorials. They have flown too soon, though they 

have lasted much longer than the time necessary to give a fresh spurt of life to 

this magazine which remains for me - now once more only as a reader architect - 

an outstanding and unique landmark. 

The need was felt - six years ago - to restore energy, depth and perspective to a 

series that had been running out of steam. True to a proven tradition among the 

best Italian journals in this field, I was brought in then as editor precisely 

because I was an architect engaged in the daily practice of a wide range of 

disciplinary, academic and geographically extensive activities, extraneous to 

professional journalism.            

And the same went for the young and very young architects called in by me to 

renew the editorial staff. For me it was like taking up a practically impossible 

task, or possible only at the cost of making my work pace even more hectic, and 

of having and infusing plenty of enthusiasm, courage and far-sightedness on the 

part of the publisher, with the prospect of exceptional results, to accept an 

atypical editorship. This was to be a "light" editorship, run by an editor 

without a desk, engaged in a precarious balancing act that has lasted six long 

years and which had in any case been scheduled to conclude once our goals had 

been achieved and consolidated. 

The building trade and industry in general, from which the most rigorous 

independence has been maintained and indeed accentuated, reacted very positively 

and with commendable maturity, to the new editorship of the magazine by 

increasing their interest in a distinguished and credible medium of 

communication, with a growth that has not yet stopped and has indeed by now 

doubled its initial figures. The number of copies sold and above all the 

magazine's circulation have also shown a sharp increase - and as far as 

circulation is concerned, an increase in quality too - with a steady return to 

Domus by prominent personalities in the fields of architecture, art and design 

and in academic circles, and with a rebirth of interest among students, whose 

massive return has been one of our biggest sources of satisfaction. 

I mention these somewhat mercantile successes only because they are almost always 

also an indication of the cultural health of a magazine; and because I want to 

look back at what we have done in these six years to deserve and augment them. 

In the foreshortened perspective of memory, crowded with so many expectations and 

projects, with one or two vain attempts and a few disappointments, with some 

successes and, to be sure, a few invisible retreats, I myself tend to lose my 

way. So rather than give answers dictated by a proper moderation I would like to 

try turning back the pages of these past years with our readers and as a reader 

myself. 

 



 

 

 

 

The fences around the various fields have been taken down and the various 

contributions and works now circulate in an atmosphere of tangencies and often of 

synergic and sometimes revealing interdependencies, but without pan-disciplinary 

confusion or silliness.  

A line of critical and generous though not shapeless pluralism can be recognized. 

This has helped keep the magazine's ears carefully to the ground and deaf to 

dogmatic positions, in these uncertain times of upheaval and violent 

contradictions. 

The series of essays has been a critical gymnasium, and I am sure it will 

continue to be so, open to the contributions of historians, thinkers, critics, 

artists, architects and designers. 

The projects and built works are presented with clarity in their context and with 

a sufficiently deep spatial, linguistic and technological exploration to avoid 

treating them as instant consumer icons. 

A few book reviews are certainly no novelty, but this section has been new in its 

breadth and systematic approach. The architecture itineraries have become by now 

an inimitable classic whose historical, didactic and practical value grows with 

their multiplication and one cannot but recommend their systematic collection and 

indefinite continuation as an everlasting challenge and running link between 

history and creativity. 

The series on cities, as the privileged places of architecture and as a keynote 

in themselves of the magazine's interest, which began this year with Genoa, at 

the cost of a great editorial effort, continues in this issue with Florence, 

witnessing a commitment that can no longer be neglected without impoverishing the 

whole future programme. The feature dedicated to young designers is interesting 

and there is an appreciable desire to see it continue, along with the exhaustive 

but highly selective presentation of new achievements in the over-inflated and 

often superficially treated field of furniture.             

Art, in the meantime does not yet seem to have found its best register.          

But I hope it too may soon grow more significantly attuned to the magazine's 

disciplinary areas to which it appears at times slightly aloof. 

Interesting and new is the idea of publishing a series of established or up-and-

coming photographers, but always of outstanding creativity, to integrate the 

particular attention paid since the outset to photography and photographers, 

regarded as creators in the truest sense. 

Thanks and compliments to Italo Lupi for this intuition and for the beauty of his 

covers and of the whole graphic design, conducted with scrupulous care, measured, 

reinvented and discussed, without ever falling into routine, number after number. 

And again best wishes to Italo Lupi who with a new and unexpected impetus, only 

by chance coinciding with the conclusion of my editorship, has accepted the 

gratifying and irresistible offer to become editor as well as art director of 

another magazine. 

 



 

Let me now return, finally, to my editorials. 

Having re-read them all together, they bring back to me now the sense of time 

past, of its real duration and of much work, nocturnal reflection and brain-

racking. A regret lingers too - and this last text is no exception - at not 

having been able better to polish, explore more deeply or more calmly to study - 

in the brief space of the usual last day - an apt critical intuition, an original 

theme, a difficult passage. But they are set down by now in their imperfection. 

Something will remain, though I should have expected some additional opposition, 

some more dialectic reaction particularly from those hardest from the civil 

commitment angle or most provocative on the disciplinary side - not that these 

have been lacking. My personal role ends here, but I do not feel that the 

"project" underlying my, or rather our, last Domus has yet run its course. I at 

once shared our publisher's conviction that to preserve its continuity and 

spirit, it would have been ideal to entrust from next January the editorship to 

Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani, whom I have asked right from the first day to be at 

my side, and who had worked so cogently with me on the statement and success of 

that project. This proposal was immediately accepted by everybody, which is 

surely of good omen to the magazine. 

I wish the new editor and all the editorial staff every success in their work, 

and I thank them for all their cooperation with me.         

I am especially grateful, too, for their readiness to assume the continuation of 

this hard but exciting task with renewed enthusiasm. 

 


